
BARNESVILLE SEEDING CRITERIA 
 
 1. Byes are inserted first-line order is as follows: 3, 14, 11, 6, 7, 10,15. 
 
2. There will be 5 wrestlers seeded, but a wrestler must have a 500 or better record to be seeded. 

 Head coaches only will vote on the seeds. 
 
3. Once a wrestler is nominated for a seed, he cannot be withdrawn from seed contention. Example: 

Wrestler A & B are nominated for 3rd seed. Wrestler B gets the third seed, wrestler A cannot 
concede the 4th seed, coaches will still vote on nominated wrestlers for 4th seed, etc. 

 
4. Nominations for Number One seed will be accepted and voted on.  Number One may then go on 

any line of choice in upper or lower bracket. 
 
 5. Additional nominees may be entered on subsequent seeds. 
 
6. Seed #2 then may choose his line in the upper or lower bracket, but must choose a line in a different 

half bracket away from #1 seed. 
 
7. Seed #3 then may choose his line in either of the two remaining quarter brackets away from the 

previous seeds. 
 
8. Seed #4 then must choose his line in the remaining quarter bracket away from the previous seeds. 
 
9. Seed #5 then must choose his line in the remaining quarter bracket away from the previous seeds. 
 
10.       Remaining winning records will be placed in the pill box and drawn they may choose any quarter 
            bracket staying as far away from other seeds as possible. 
 
11. Remaining wrestlers will be drawn in from pill box. 
 
12. Brackets will be adjusted if the first, second, third, or fourth seed fails to qualify. 
 
13.    Adjustment will be made if a bye falls on a line opposite a bye. 

 
SEEDING INFORMATION FOR SECTIONAL 

 
 
All wrestlers with a winning record or 500 record will be placed in the pill bottle and numbers will be drawn 
for each wrestler and then each may choose the line in the order of the number that has been drawn.  
Example:  103 Weight Class If there are 5 wrestlers left with winning or 500 records, we will place 5 pills in 
the bottle (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) we will start at the top of the list and work our way down drawing a number for each 
wrestler. 
 
The remaining wrestler will be drawn in on the lines left.  The pills for the lines left will be placed in the pill 
box and drawn. 
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